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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Alfonso Utrillas Navarrete has contributed to the dictionary with 19 meanings that we have approved and collected in
this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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almazate
Large, polychrome or carved, of a coffered ceiling or coffered ceiling panel.

arnienses
Auxiliary Sergeant, capes and gunners and soldiers minelayers of the Corps of artillery Spanish were not military.

bouquetin
Ibex or wild goat.

catervas
Throngs: The Romans divided his armies in legions, against the Spanish divided in throngs, and each caterva consisted
of six thousand soldiers.

ceramica campaniense
Ceramic Mediterranean painted a black varnish.

cordijero
Cordijero: Follower, secular disciple of the order of Franciscans.-Cordijero of San Francisco.

escritura ogmica
Inscriptions generally engraved in stone representing each letter and word a certain number of cups.

fuslera
Piece made of bronze, commonly called metal or fruslera.

gentileshombres
Spanish artillery officers exercised either two functions: 40 tracistas engineers, trace and measure distances ) and
gentileshombres ( 41 parts service;.

laceria
Ornament formed by interlaced bands straight or at an angle, used in Muslim architecture.

monotes
Monotes: Dolls made of clay. Monotes: Large monoliths degraded by erosion, signal and remnants of the ancient
quarries of clay in Teruel

ñapa
Ñapa: Pegote, throw a pellada of plaster or mortar to plug a hole or small malfunction in a wall of work.

oinochoe
Bowl shaped pitcher from a single handle, used in ancient times to drink wine.



palabras
Zucutruño: tarugo, silly person it takes to understand.

pezcuño
Pezcuño: Disparagingly said person of little knowledge, slow to layer, clumsy, foolish, unable to.

pondus
Weights of stone or mud that served to tension in primitive looms. They are sometimes marked with signs.

sacabuches
Sackbuts: is one of the precursors of portable weapons of infantry.

sostras
Sostras: Dirty, zafia and desastrada person. Presentable appearance

urna cineraria
Pot with lid, generally of ceramics destined to receive the ashes from a cremation.


